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Egyptian Arabic transcript: 

 
BFGي ا()'&%$ ا>B(DاC" آ-یB0 6ًا، وأ*+ .  ا(?<2&= #" ا>دارة آ-یbasis it is 12) ،6و(12 *�0/ *.-ل ,+*"  ا()'&%$ #" ! � ال 

!Bی� ا(?Bرس= .  و(business wise $%&', 6%ا()&'%$ ا(N+ص  ?D� L.D . ا(?<D =&2+>دارة. آ-یB0 1%%Kا(...) وHدي (?+ آ+*-ا #" 
 (]Zا  monitor  و(12 (- إforget everything after that . +F&?G +FWأو ص+VW ا(?Bرس= G+یU ی+خB أآS� آ?%= !1 ا(R&-س، و 

  . ا(b2م، وا(-زارة _+!^ D+(Bور D)+G]+ آ-ی6، ا*+ !)[آB ا()'&%$ D%2-ن آ-ی6
  

هD +F[!�ی2+، إذا إ*^ !K! L&G  . g(Se)-ى ا(K! L&Gresearch ='!+e)-ى ا(e+!'=، ه" ا(c)= ا(?<2&= إG $&2(FD ")&%]+ D+ل 
!g%R ا('b_= إ(" . #" ! � BFG*+، ا(c+0= دي !g !)-#�ة. ، ش2�ًا !B'.%W gك research='!+e)+D#&-س (&e+!'= !1 خbل ال 

وداD t�s-ا أ*+ S('D�وا، ی'r "Fیq، *-ع !1 ر0+ل اGo?+ل .  ا(ncS ا('&?" ا(?�,KD mS-ق ا('?researchkه" KFD?%]+ ال 
ncS)ا اZه kاد ()?-یB'(ا>س g?وهBF'! .)1 ا! � ?D +*BFG ل+?Goر0+ل ا �Sأآ Bی+خ Uی+G -ع إ(" ه-Fgain  ^_و k_]D 12?! 

12?! . �Sأآgain =F2?! =%?آ �Sأآ VK2ی ،qیr "F'ی  .tBآ L&G صbوخ +['%Sوی q0+W رد-(Kاي؟ خ&%= یU)6 . اRF)وش اBF'!
 q*أ kی-w)اsupport  research ن ال+>G research  t-&S%%eیoutcome � ! B%Rوی tB%Rوی ،tBآ B'D  .+*BF'! ،o ش ر0+ل

  long term (cDz+ث K! L&G)-ى ال  BF'! support*+ش !-سK+ت  ?D =%?&G� k?'(D .اk?G آtB، هF+ !-0-دD t[!�ی2+
إ(" أ*+ .  R)+D&-س bDvalue_" إن أآ+دی?%= ا(ncS اn'S(D "?&') *<�ة آS%�ة و,.-ل G+یUیncD 1 آZا وآZا وآZا و(%D . q�s-ا

 L.S(D q%?&')إن ا q#U>Dbusiness "?&G ncD +[F! �{م.  اآb2)ا اZه ^D�0و q(R. أ*+ ش �ش] kآ Bن ی+خ+>G q%# رك+>%D ")إ "F'ی
incomek?G /&wج وی+(*إ /&wف ا*- یB[)و(%6 ا ، . g! q%_-# ")ص~، إ mDU(! وع !]-اش�>?)ع ا+(D �%S2)ا �یB?)ن اo ؟q%)

�وW-ا !UF(%1 ش-ی= W+0+ت آtB، وB'Dی1 #" أخ� آk سqF ی.  D)+FG+ !]-اش ص~ mDU(!long term view ص~، و(12 ال  
 gKcS! ر+[F)إناtB%R! "1 ال.  ه%# V�output  1 ال%# ،+[G+(D reflection  L&Gو L&Gو =GراU)ا  L&Gو =G+F )ا L&G +[G+(D 

..."F'أوي ی q%D 6cD g! .tاB# 1?s 1! ب ی?12 آ+ن+Sا>س"F(%&أ*+ خ ")إ  .  
 

 

 

English translation: 

 
The education in Egypt is fine in its basis, but the problem is in the administration. The elementary 
education is very good, and I had kids in elementary schools that did very well. The problem of 
education in Egypt lies in the administration. The private education in Egypt has become business wise 
--  not an education. The manager or the owner of a school wants to have the biggest amount of money 
and then forget everything after that. But, if we monitor this speech, and the ministry did its best, I 
think there will be a good education.  

 
On the university level, the thing that we are talking about is the research on the university level. Here 
in America, if you don’t bring money to the university through research, you won’t stay at the 
university. In Egypt, this is not available. There is not this kind of relation that we call “the research, 
the scientific research related to the field of work.” This is what I consider a kind of businessmen who 
aren’t ready to fund this type of research. Businessmen in Egypt are the kind of men who want to take 
the biggest possible gain in the least possible time. The biggest gain means winning the biggest 
available amount.  How? Let’s make him import something and sell it, that’s it. 
 
A businessman doesn’t have patience to support research in order for this research to have an outcome 
to benefit him and benefit Egypt. We do not have businessmen like this as it is in America. We do not 
have in Egypt scientific institutions that support research on a long-term level. I found out that the 
Academy of Scientific Research was sending a large bulletin that says we want a research that has such 
and such a financial value. The thing that I see is [that] the whole process is more of a business than of 
scientific research. I have seen and experienced this parole, i.e. someone would participate in a research 

http://langmedia.fivecolleges.edu/


[project] to have an income every month. The whole aim is not to have a production or work, why?? 
Because the big manager of the project is not well-balanced, and his manager is not well-balanced as 
well. But our long-term view is not right. Every year, there is a group of things offered, but I feel that 
they are useless. Well, where is its outcome, or its reflection on industry or agriculture or so and so? 
That's why I do not feel it. This might have been a reason why I .… 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About CultureTalk: CultureTalk is produced by the Five College Center for the Study of World 
Languages and housed on the LangMedia Website. The project provides students of language and 
culture with samples of people talking about their lives in the languages they use every day. The 
participants in CultureTalk interviews and discussions are of many different ages and walks of life. 
They are free to express themselves as they wish. The ideas and opinions presented here are those of 
the participants. Inclusion in CultureTalk does not represent endorsement of these ideas or opinions by 
the Five College Center for the Study of World Languages, Five Colleges, Incorporated, or any of its 
member institutions: Amherst College, Hampshire College, Mount Holyoke College, Smith College 
and the University of Massachusetts at Amherst.  
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